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Celebrate special occasions at Oscar’s steakhouse at the Plaza Hotel & Casino 
 
Las Vegas, Nev. – The beautiful modern meets vintage décor of Oscar’s steakhouse inside the 
iconic glass dome of the Plaza Hotel & Casino creates the perfect setting for a special occasion 
gourmet dinner, and beginning Sept. 1, Oscar’s will offer a complimentary dessert courses 
tailored specifically for guests celebrating milestones, such as birthdays, wedding anniversaries 
and personal achievements. 
 
Oscar’s dinner menu offers perfect options for a special dinner from delicious appetizers to 
share, like lump meat crab cakes or fried calamari, to perfectly aged steaks cooked over a 600-
degree grill and made-from-scratch side dishes as well as an extensive wine list and handmade 
cocktails. Beginning in September, Oscar’s will offer a special grand finale to celebratory meals.  
 
Guests celebrating a birthday are treated to scrumptious cheesecake (or another dessert of their 
choice) accompanied by an Italian/mob family’s tradition, coffee with a side of Sambuca served 
with three coffee beans to represent health, happiness and prosperity (for guests 21 and over).  
 
Couples celebrating a wedding anniversary are feted with two complimentary glasses of 
champagne and four chocolate covered strawberries to share for dessert.  
 
Guests at Oscar’s celebrating personal achievements like an award, retirement or promotion will 
also be treated to a special slice of cake, large enough for sharing. 
 
All of the celebratory desserts are decorated especially for the special occasion, offering guests 
the perfect selfie visual, in addition to a delicious end to their dinner. 
  
Guests can enjoy these special celebration dessert options simply by mentioning that the special 
occasion that they are celebrating when making their reservation. Reservations can be made by 
calling 702-38-OSCAR or 702-386-7227 or online at www.oscarslv.com.  
 
About Oscar’s steakhouse 
Named after former Las Vegas Mayor Oscar Goodman, Oscar’s Beef ∙ Booze ∙ Broads 
steakhouse is a glamorous and uniquely Las Vegas steakhouse inside the iconic dome of the 
Plaza Hotel and Casino that overlooks the lights of Fremont Street and downtown Las Vegas. 
Oscar’s features perfectly aged steaks cooked over a 600 degree grill and accompanied by high-
quality, made-from-scratch sides. Oscar’s also offers a wide variety of delicious, hand-crafted 
cocktails, including martinis, the former mayor’s signature drink. Reservations are recommended 
by calling 702-38-OSCAR or 702-386-7227 or online at www.oscarslv.com.  
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